
”severance” (pay)

Bonus for becoming fired



It's easier to imagine the 
end of the world than the 
end of capitalism.



Ostensibily a critique of
“nostalgia,” a desire for the (juvenile) past.
One form is MAGA (make America Great 
Again)



But does the actual text 
reinforce a kind of capitalist 
realism, an inability to 
imagine change or critique 
the past?



Nostalgia for “them,” 
nostalgia for us.









Candace is caught in 
repetition loops of 
nostalgia for yuppy 
lifestyle (young, urban 
professional)

While Ling Ma says the 
novel is meant to critique 
globalized commodity 
chains, the character 
actually refuses to 
abandon their space of 
urban consumption (last 
paragraph)



Candace does not question pre-existing capitalist social order and its stratifications, its 
social reproduction (motherhood as confirmation of capitalism’s ability to survive.

Their work ethic (long after that systm has become absurd). Living with the ghosts of 
an urban capitalist past.

Desire to move from globalized Bible division to Eurocentric Art books (with its ability 
to determine what’s the “wrong” colors.

Lack of concern about sexual bartering of body to “the man,” Steven Reitman (the 
“right man” unlike the anti-materialist boyfriend.



Nostalgia for the private sphere of consumption is bad, 

but nostalgia for globalized world of fictitious capital must remain.

The one explicit counter-factual is that Occupy Wall Street must be shown to have 
never had a chance to succeed.

Watch the Occupy videos!!!!!!



Severance’s 4 avoidances

1. Candance’s world is already zombified before the End, as cities have become 
emptied of non-elite residents, where labor (and the private lives of labor) is 
either pushed out internationally or shunted to perimeters.

2. Petrocultural imaginary – world always with petrol and resources, even without 
labor

3. Demographic changes in US.

4. Settler Colonial imagination of a “land without a people.”



Severance’s fantasy of a petroculture world without end

Tinned food last 2-5 years

Petroleum evaporates after 5 years

Buildings without 
electricity become deadly 
due to mold
(Legionaire’s disease)







































The journey from multicultural US to white frontiers











Charlie Parker, “Relaxin' at Camarillo” (1947)


